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Executive Summary

VMware Cloud on AWS provides a unified infrastructure framework that enables businesses to integrate their 
on-premise, VMware SDDC platform with AWS. It does so while providing a common operating environment in 
which existing tools and skillsets based on familiar VMware software can be leveraged.  This is extremely 
powerful but comforting at the same time.  That said, there are some operational differences between 
managing an on-premise VMware SDDC platform and VMware Cloud.  To help address the differences and 
their impact on operational roles and responsibilities at the activity level, we’ve developed a VMware Cloud 
PACSI matrix.

While there are obvious differences when compared to physical data management, the main operational 
differences lie in what you can and can’t do in vCenter when managing the SDDC environments you deploy in 
VMware Cloud.  Administrators are accustomed to both seeing and modifying pretty much every aspect of the  
on-premise SDDC environment.  In VMware Cloud, the Cloud Administrator role can still see essentially all of the 
same SDDC environment settings but is restricted in what they can modify.  There are also some operational 
process responsibility differences.  These differences are most pronounced in the following categories:  SDDC 
Management, Compute Management, Storage Management, Network Management, and Security Management. 
The PACSI matrix also addresses role responsibilities for activities in other areas more specific to managing 
VMware Cloud, specifically:  Organization Management, Workload Management, On-premise to VMware Cloud 
on AWS Connectivity Management, and VMware Cloud on AWS to AWS Access Management.
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Executive Summary cont’d

While differences with on-premise operational activities do exist, the consensus among those who are 
managing SDDC environments on VMware Cloud is that the biggest challenge is making the mindset shift to 
work within the constraints that exist when managing with vCenter.  Once that mindset shift is accomplished, 
they find managing SDDC environments on VMware Cloud and working with the VMware team managing the 
underlying environment easy and seamless.  Once they do, IT can fully leverage capabilities provided by their 
on-premise VMware SDDC to VMware Cloud integrated hybrid cloud and realize the benefits of having a 
common operating environment.
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PACSI Overview
What is a PACSI matrix and why did we use it instead of the more commonly used RACI approach? 
We decided to use PACSI as it provides a slightly more granular set of responsibilities.  PACSI is 
defined as: 
Perform The person/function carrying out the activity

Accountable The person/function ultimately answerable for the correct and thorough completion of the 
deliverable or task, and often the one who delegates the work to the performer

Control The person/function reviewing the result of the activity (other than the accountable). He or she 
has a right of veto; his or her advice is binding

Suggest The person/function consulted to give advice based upon recognized expertise. The advice is 
non-binding.

Informed The person/function who must be informed of the result of the activity.

Reference: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Responsibility_assignment_matrix - PACSI 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Responsibility_assignment_matrix%20-%20PACSI


Scope

https://www.vmware.com/content/dam/digitalmarketing/vmware/en/pdf/products/cloud-
services/vmware-cloud-services-on-aws-security-overview-white-paper.pdf

https://www.vmware.com/content/dam/digitalmarketing/vmware/en/pdf/products/cloud-services/vmware-cloud-services-on-aws-security-overview-white-paper.pdf
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Roles:

AWS

VMware

VMware Customer Success

Customer Cloud Admin

Customer Cloud Global Admin

Cloud Organization Owner

Cloud Organization Member

Customer Workload Admin
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Physical Datacenter Management

Organization Management

SDDC Management (vCenter)
• Compute Management
• Storage Management
• Network Management
• Security Management

Workload Management

On-premise to VMware Cloud on AWS Connectivity 
Management

VMware Cloud on AWS to AWS Access  Management

Categories and main differences:



Physical Data Center Management



Organization Management



SDDC Management (vCenter)



SDDC Management (vCenter): Compute Management



SDDC Management (vCenter): Storage Management



SDDC Management (vCenter): Network Management



SDDC Management (vCenter): Security Management



Workload Management



On-premise to VMware Cloud on AWS Connectivity Management



VMware Cloud on AWS to AWS Access  Management
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